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Abstra t
The Aladin Abstra t Ma hine (AAM) provides a ompletely abstra t de nition of
a fun tional language. There are no primitives built into Aladin, instead primitives are
intended to be programmed in any language, fun tional or imperative and imported
into the AAM. In this report we develop an eÆ ient operational semanti s for the
AAM using the original denotational semanti s as our starting point. We then use
this semanti s to develop an implementation of Aladin, using the Java language, with
the ability to write programs in an Aladin s ripting language that we develop, and
primitives written in C/C++, Java and Ginger.

1

Introdu tion

The Aladin Abstra t Ma hine (AAM) [1℄ provides a ompletely abstra t de nition of a
fun tional language. There are no primitives built into Aladin, instead primitives are intended to be programmed in any language, fun tional or imperative and imported into the
AAM. These primitives ould be simple fun tions like addition; more omplex higher-order
ones like map or fold ; or even omplete programs su h as grep or w .
As well as the la k of primitives, Aladin has two more major features not found in
the majority of fun tional languages: the ability to spe ify the stri tness of a fun tion's
arguments and results; and the use of streams for ordered I/O and real-time operations
(whi h we shall not onsider further in this report).
Unlike most other abstra t ma hines for fun tional languages, su h as the G-Ma hine
[2, 3℄, the SECD ma hine [4℄, and the Three Instru tion Ma hine (TIM) [5℄, the AAM is
on erned only with the evaluation of programs and not their onstru tion. Sin e Aladin is
designed to import its primitives from any language, it would be inappropriate to tie the
abstra t ma hine down to one parti ular way of onstru ting programs.
It is this simpli ty and the requirment for the user to spe ify the stri tness of fun tions that gives Aladin its advantages. By keeping things as purely fun tional as possible,
without any added ompli ations, and by knowing what needs to be evaluated and what
doesn't, we hope to be able to use Aladin to investigate several areas of fun tional languages
su h as parallel and partial evaluation, and the e e ts of stri tness on the time and spa e
requirements of fun tional programs.
1

In this report we shall develop an eÆ ient operational semanti s for the AAM, starting from the original denotational semanti s and going via a denotational semanti s whi h
in ludes expli it sharing and updating. We then use this semanti s to develop an implementation of Aladin, using the Java language, with the ability to write programs in an
Aladin s ripting language that we develop, and primitives written in C [6℄, C++ [7℄, Java
[8℄ and Ginger [9℄.

2

The Denotational Semanti s of the AAM

An Aladin program is designed to be either a data obje t, a fun tion of an appli ation of
one program to another. Denoting our set of data obje ts as D and our set of fun tions as
F then our set of programs, P is:
P

::= D j F

jP P

Multiple-arguments to fun tions are urried and appli ations are left-asso iative. Hen e for
2 P we have:

p1 ; p2 ; p3

p1 p2 p3

 (p1 p2 ) p3

Fun tions may be written in any language of the user's hoi e. A fun tion f of arity m is
denoted as f m. The meta-fun tion  is used to primitively apply f to its arguments by
exe uting the ode asso iated with f . The expression f m (p1 ; : : : ; pm ) denotes the result
of the primitive appli ation.
The user is required to spe ify the stri tness of its argument and result whi h gives the
user omplete ontrol over the evaluation order of programs. We adopt a slightly di erent
de nition to stri tness that that used in other fun tional languages. We say that a fun tion
is stri t in an argument if it is required that the argument is evaluated before the fun tion
is applied and lazy otherwise. A fun tion returns a stri t result if it is not required to
evaluate the result, a lazy result otherwise. For a fun tion of arity m we use the notation:
f

:: 1  : : :  m ! ;

i ;  2 fs; lg

to denote a fun tion whi h is stri t in its ith argument if i = s and lazy if i = l, and
stri t in its result if  = s and lazy if  = l.

2.1 The Original Evaluation Rules
The original evaluation rules used a meta-fun tion, Eval, to return the result of evaluating
a program. If we have a data obje t applied to any number of programs, then Eval simply
returns the original program:

Eval[ (d 2 D) p1

: : : pn

℄ = d p1

(1)

: : : pn

If we have a fun tion applied to too few arguments, then we return the original expression,
but we evaluate any stri t arguments:

Eval[ (f :: 1  : : :  m ! ) p1 : : : pn<m ℄ = f q1
where
qi = Eval[ pi ℄ ; if i = s
= pi ;
otherwise
2

: : : qn

(2)

If we have a fun tion applied to too many arguments, then we evaluate the inner appli ation,
that is the fun tion applied to the exa t number of arguments it needs, then apply the result
of this to the remaining arguments.
Eval[ f m p1 : : : pn>m ℄ = Eval[ r pm+1 : : : pn ℄
(3)
where r = Eval[ f m p1 : : : pm ℄
Finally we have the ase when we have a fun tion applied to exa tly the right number of
arguments. We have to do three things: evaluate any stri t arguments; apply the fun tion
using ; and evaluate the result if ne essary.

Eval[ (f :: 1  : : :  m ! ) p1 : : : pm ℄ = r where
r = e;
if  = s
= Eval[ e ℄ ;
otherwise
e = f (q1 ; : : : ; qm )
qi = Eval[ pi ℄ ;
if i = s
= pi ;
otherwise
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(4)

The Denotational Semanti s of the AAM with
Expli it Updates

Implementations of fun tional languages use sharing and updating to avoid doing repeated
work. Our rst step towards an eÆ ient operational semanti s for the AAM is thus a
denotational semanti s of the AAM whi h makes expli it sharing and updating.

3.1 Variables and the Heap

We asso iate ea h program with a variable v 2 V , hanging our syntax of Aladin programs
to a ommodate this:
P

::= D j F

jV jV

(5)

V

Appli ations now involve the appli ation of one variable to another and a program an also
be a variable, that is an indire tion to the a tual value. The expli it naming of all parts of
a program, in parti ular fun tions, means we an implement re ursion dire tly.
These asso iations are de ned in a mapping of variables to programs whi h we shall all
the heap. A heap provides the ontext for the evaluation of a program, and thus a program
evaluated with respe t to one heap an yield a di erent result to the same program evaluated
w.r.t. a di erent heap. The expression
[x0 7! p0 ; x1 7! p1 ; : : : ; xn 7! pn ℄
denotes that in the heap variable xi maps to program pi where
o asionally use the heap as a lookup-fun tion, that is:
x

=
=

i

2 0; : : : ; n.

if [x 7! p℄
?; otherwise

p;

Sin e a program ould be a variable we ould have a hain of indire tions:
[x0 7! x1 ; x1 7! x2 ; : : : ; xn 7! p 2= V ℄
3

We may

In su h ases we allow ourselves to `short- ir uit' the hain and write [x0 7! p℄. Note that
the hain ould in fa t be a y le:
[x0 7! x1 ; x1 7! x2 ; : : : ; xn 7! x0 ℄
Whi h is akin to writing something like:
foo = x
where
x = y
y = z
z = x

in Haskell. The result of evaluating any program whi h tries to a ess a variable in su h a
y le will be ?.
We will allow ourselves to abuse notation slightly and let [ 0 denote the heap
updated with the mappings in heap 0 with any lashes being resolved in the favour of
those de ned in 0 :
( [ 0 ) x = p; if 0 [x 7! p℄
= q; if [x 7! q℄
= ?; otherwise

In parti ular, [ fx 7! pg denotes a heap where x is asso iated with p and all other
variables are asso iated to the programs that they were in . The heap is a global obje t
and all hanges to it are universal and hen e an implementation of a heap an do updates
destru tively.
Sin e all programs are evaluated w.r.t. a heap, it follows that our primitive appli ation
meta-fun tion must also exe ute with respe t to a heap. The informal type of  hanges
from:
P

:::P ! P

to:
Heap  V

 : : :  V ! (P  Heap )

(6)

Note that while  takes a heap and variables as arguments it returns a program and a heap
(we need to return a heap as the fun tion may want to reate new obje ts in the heap).

3.2 The Evaluation Rules
Our evaluation philosophy hanges from that used in the original semanti s. Whereas before
we returned a new expression whi h represented the evaluation, we now evaluate a program
by updating the heap whi h provides the ontext for the program. The meta-fun tion E
provides the top-level interfa e to this pro edure:

E p [x 7! p℄ = (U

x) x

(7)

So we nd the variable asso iated to the program we want to evaluate1 , update the heap
with respe t to this variable, and nally look up the value of the variable in the updated
heap.
1 Sin

e a heap is not inje tive, there

ould be any number of variables asso iated with the same program

but it doesn't matter whi h one we pi k.

4
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Figure 1: An generi unwound appli ation
The updating of the heap is done by the meta-fun tion U whi h updates a given heap
by evaluating the program referred to by a given variable, whi h we shall refer to as the root
of the program. If the root refers to an appli ation then we need to traverse or unwind the
spine (the shaded part of the gure) of the appli ation until we rea h a non-appli ation. In
the heap
[x0 7! p; x1 7! x0 y1 ; : : : ; xn 7! xn 1 yn℄
if xn forms the root of the program then the xi ; i 2 0; : : : ; n form the spine and x0 forms
the base (see Figure 1).
The four rules for U (8{11) dire tly re e t those of Eval (1{4). Suppose we have a data
obje t applied to a number of arguments. Then sin e no evaluation needs to be done, no
updating of the heap has to be done either:

U [x0 7! d 2 D; x1 7! x0 y1 ; : : : ; xn 7! xn 1 yn ℄ xn =
(8)
If we have a fun tion applied to too few arguments then we just need to evaluate the stri t
ones. The A meta-fun tion (see rule 13) returns the heap resulting from evaluating the
stri t arguments of a fun tion.
U [x0 7! f m; x1 7! x0 y1 ; : : : ; xn 7! xn 1 yn ℄ xn<m = A xn
(9)

If we have a fun tion f m applied to too many arguments, x1 ; : : : ; xm say where n > m (see
Figure 2), then we rst obtain the heap resulting from evaluating the inner appli ation (the
shaded part of the gure) the root of whi h is xm . In this new heap, xm will refer to the
evaluated version of f m x1 : : : f m , r say (see Figure 3). This result be omes the new base
of our program (note that we may need to do some more unwinding if r is an appli ation)
and we ontinue updating.
U [x0 7! f m ; x1 7! x0 y1; : : : ; xn 7! xn 1 yn ℄ xn>m = U 0 xn
(10)
where 0 = U xm
If we have a fun tion f applied to the exa t number of arguments, we rst evaluate any
stri t ones using A and primitively apply the fun tion using . The root of the appli ation
then needs to be update with the result of  and nally we may need to ontinue evaluation
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Figure 2: Appli ation of a fun tion to too many arguments
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Figure 3: Appli ation of a fun tion to too many arguments after evaluation of inner appliation
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if f returns a lazy result.

U [x0 7! f :: 1  : : :  m ! ; x1 7! x0 y1 ; : : : ; xm 7! xm 1 ym ℄ xm = 4
where
if  = s
4 = 3;
= U 3 xm ;
otherwise
(11)
=
update
x
r
3
2 m
(r; 2 ) = f ( 1 ; y1 ; : : : ; ym )
1 = A xm
Note that it is the argument of ea h of the appli ations that form the arguments to f that
is passed to , not the appli ation itself. The fun tion update takes are of the updating of
a variable with a new value and is de ned (without short- ir uiting indire tion hains) as:
update [x 7! v ℄ x r = update

=

v r; if v 2 V
[ fx 7! rg; otherwise

(12)

Note that if we are updating a variable that is an indire tion to another variable, we need
to update the variable that is referred to re e t the update in all variables that ultimately
refer to the program that is being updated, otherwise we risk dupli ation of work.
Finally we need to de ne the A meta-fun tion whi h evaluates ea h argument. This proeeds by updating ea h argument in turn and passing the heap obtained by ea h evaluation
into the re ursive all to U used to evaluate the next argument. Although the de nition
here implies that arguments are evaluated left to right, this ordering is arbitrary and only
adopted for synta ti onvenien e any ordering ould be adopted in pra ti e. Arguments
ould even be evaluated on urrently provided appropriate are was taken.

A [x0 7! f :: 1  : : :  m ! ; x1 7! x0 y1 ; : : : ; xn 7! xn 1 yn ℄ xnm = n
where
i = U i 1 yi ; if i = s
= i 1;
otherwise

4

(13)

The Operational Semanti s of the AAM

We represent the operational semanti s as transition rules of the state of the AAM. This
state is a quadruple:
(Control ; Sta k ; Heap ; Dump )
where



Control is a sta k of instru tions. These instru tions are EVAL, EVALARGS, EVALITH
and APPLY.



Sta k is a sta k of variables, used as a working spa e to store the spine of an appli ation
when we are unwinding, with the head of the sta k forming the base and the last
element in the sta k the root.




Heap is a mapping from variables to programs as in the denotational ase.
Dump is a sta k of Control -Sta k pairs, used to hold previous states while we are
working on evaluating a di erent part of the program.

7

Our ma hine is similar to the SECD ma hine [4℄ and the G-Ma hine [2, 3℄. The Sta k,
Control and Dump used by Aladin serve similar fun tions as their ounterparts in the SECD
and G ma hines. The Aladin Heap is more alike the G-Ma hine heap, whi h like Aladin's
heap is a global obje t where the graph being evaluated is held, than the SECD ma hine's
Environment whi h serves a lo al mapping between values and variables dependant on the
expression being evaluated.
The meta-fun tion F evaluates a program using the state-transition rules (see below)
w.r.t. a given heap ( f. E):
F p [x 7! p℄ = 0 x
(14)
where (hi; S; 0 ; hi) = T (hEVALi; hxi; ; hi)
The meta-fun tion T repeatedly applies the state-transition rules (rules 15{23 below) to a
state until no more apply, returning the nal state. So, if we have a transition sequen e:
s1

=) s2 =) : : : =) sn

and no rules apply to sn then T si = sn ; i 2 1; : : : ; n.
We now have to give the transition rules for a state, starting from the initial state used
as the argument to T. If none of these rules apply then the ma hine terminates. The rst
ase is when the head of the sta k referen es to a data obje t, that is when we have a data
obje t applied to a number of arguments, f. rules 1 and 8. We need to make no hanges
and no further work an be done in this state. If the dump is non-empty we restore it (by
virtue of rule 23), else we terminate as no more rules apply.

hEVALi
hi
hx0 ; x1 ; : : : ; xn i =) hi
[x0 7! d 2 D℄


(15)



N.B. EVAL an only o ur in the ontrol sta k as the sole element.
If the head of the sta k is an appli ation, we need to unwind and arry on evaluating:

hEVALi

x1 : S
[x1 7! x0 y1 ℄

=)



hEVALi

x0 : x1 : S

(16)



If the head of the sta k refers to a fun tion of arity m and there are less than m other
elements on the sta k, we have the ase of a fun tion applied to too few arguments, f.
rules 2 and 9. In this ase, we need to trigger the evaluation of the stri t arguments whi h
is done using the EVALARGS n instru tion (rule 20), where n is the number of other elements
on the sta k.

hEVALi
hx0 ; x1 ; : : : ; xn<m i
[x0 7! f m; xi 7! xi



1 yi ℄

hEVALARGS ni
=) hx0 ; y1 ; : : : ; yn i

(17)



Note that the arguments of the fun tion are extra ted from the appli ations in whi h they
reside.
If the head of the sta k refers to a fun tion of arity m and there are stri tly more than m
other elements on the sta k, we have the ase of a fun tion applied to too many arguments,
f. rules 3 and 10. We need to evaluate the inner appli ation whi h is done in a new
8

state, after whi h we evaluate the result of evaluating the inner appli ation applied to the
rest of the arguments whi h is done by saving the ontrol-sta k pair that represents this
appli ation on the dump:

hEVALi
hEVALi
hx0 ; x1 ; : : : ; xn>m i =) hx0 ; x1 ; : : : ; xm i
[x0 7! f m℄

(hEVALi; hxm ; : : : ; xn i) : 

(18)

The nal ase for EVAL is when we have a fun tion applied to exa tly the right number of
arguments (this with rule 22 re e ts rules 4 and 11 in the denotational ases). We need to
evaluate any stri t arguments and apply the fun tion.

hEVALi
hx0 ; x1 ; : : : ; xm i
[x0 7! f m; xi 7! xi

hEVALARGS m; APPLYi
=) hx0 ; y1 ; : : : ; ym ; xm i

1 yi ℄



(19)



Note that as well as unpa king the arguments to the fun tion, we keep xm , the root of
the program, as the last element of the sta k. It is this variable that will be updated with
the result of applying f to its arguments. In parti ular, if m = 0, that is f is a Constant
Appli ative Form (CAF), then it is the variable referring to the fun tion itself that will be
updated with the result.
We now need to give the state transition rules for the other instru tions. First we have
EVALARGS whi h triggers the evaluation of any stri t arguments, f. the A meta-fun tion
(rule 13).
EVALARGS n : C
x0 : y1 : : : : : ynm : S
[x0 7! f :: 1  : : :  m


where
ei = hEVALITH
= hi;

ii;

e1 ++ : : : ++ en ++ C
x0 : y1 : : : : : yn : S

! ℄ =)



(20)

if i = s
otherwise

The EVALITH i triggers the evaluation the ith element of the sta k (where the head of the
sta k is the 0th element) in a new state:
EVALITH i : C

x0 : x1 : : : : : xi : S



hEVALi
=) hxi i

(21)

(C; x0 : x1 : : : : : xi : S ) : 

By evaluating ea h argument in its own state we open up the possibility of evaluating all
the arguments that need evaluating on urrently, a pro ess whi h would be more diÆ ult
if we used the same state as the original appli ation.

9

The APPLY instru tion initiates the primitive appli ation of a fun tion to its argument,
updating the root of the program and evaluating the result if ne essary.

hAPPLYi
C
hx0 ; y1; : : : ; ym ; xm i
hxm i
[x0 7! f :: 1  : : :  m ! ℄ =) update

where
(r; 0 ) =
C =
=



f ( ; y1 ; : : : ; ym )

hi;
hEVALi;

0 xm r
(22)

if  = s
otherwise

where the fun tion update is the one de ned in equation 12.
The nal rule on erns the ase when the ontrol sta k is empty but we have previous
states on the dump. In this ase, we restore the rst previous state and ontinue. This is
similar to returning from a pro edure all in an imperative language.

hi

S0

=)

(C; S ) : 

C
S

(23)



Note that we throw away the old sta k, i. e., we don't in any way `return' a value.

4.1 An Example

Suppose we have two primitive fun tions, plus and times, both of stri tness s  s ! s giving
the obvious result, and a fun tion square de ned su h that:
square :: s ! l
square ( ; x) = t x x
where [t 7! times℄

(24)

So, square returns the a tual appli ation, rather than the result of doing the appli ation.
To evaluate square plus 3 4, we rst need an initial heap, :
= fa 7! times ; b 7! square ;

7! plus ; d 7! 3; e 7! 4; f 7!

d; g

7! f e; h 7! b gg

and then need to update this heap w.r.t. evaluating h. Our initial ma hine state (i. e., the
one passed to T) is:
state = (hEVALi; hhi; ; hi)

and the transition sequen e is:
state =) (hEVALi; hb; hi; ; hi)

=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)

(hEVALARGS 1; APPLYi; hb; g; hi; ; hi)
(hEVALITH 1; APPLYi; hb; g; hi; ; hi)
(hEVALi; hgi; ; h(hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi)i)
(hEVALi; hf; gi; ; h(hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi)i)
(hEVALi; h ; f; gi; ; h(hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi)i)
(hEVALARGS 2; APPLYi; h ; d; e; gi; ; h(hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi)i)
10

=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)
=)

(hEVALITH 1; EVALITH 2; APPLYi; h ; d; e; gi; ; h(hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi)i)
(hEVALi; hdi; ; h(hEVALITH 2; APPLYi; h ; d; e; gi); (hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi)i)
(hi; hi; ; h(hEVALITH 2; APPLYi; h ; d; e; gi); (hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi)i)
(hEVALITH 2; APPLYi; h ; d; e; gi; ; h(hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi)i)
(hEVALi; hei; ; h(hAPPLYi; h ; d; e; gi); (hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi)i)
(hi; hi; ; h(hAPPLYi; h ; d; e; gi); (hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi)i)
(hAPPLYi; h ; d; e; gi; ; h(hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi)i)
(hi; hgi; [ fg 7! 3 + 4 = 7g; h(hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi)i)
(hAPPLYi; hb; g; hi; 0 = [ fg 7! 3 + 4 = 7g; hi)
(hEVALi; hhi; 00 = 0 [ fi 7! a g; h 7! i gg; hi)
(hEVALi; hi; hi; 00 ; hi)
(hEVALi; ha; i; hi; 00 ; hi)
(hEVALARGS 2; APPLYi; ha; g; g; hi; 00 ; hi)
(hEVALITH 1; EVALITH 2; APPLYi; ha; g; g; hi; 00; hi)
(hEVALi; hgi; 00 ; h(hEVALITH 2; APPLYi; ha; g; g; hi)i)
(hi; hi; 00 ; h(hEVALITH 2; APPLYi; ha; g; g; hi)i)
(hEVALITH 2; APPLYi; ha; g; g; hi; 00; hi)
(hEVALi; hgi; 00 ; h(hAPPLYi; ha; g; g; hi)i)
(hi; hi; 00 ; h(hAPPLYi; ha; g; g; hi)i)
(hAPPLYi; ha; g; g; hi; 00; hi)
(hi; hhi; 000 [ fh 7! 7  7 = 49g; hi)

In the nal state, the variable whi h referred to the root of the original appli ation now
refers to 49, whi h is the result of square (plus 3 4).

5

An Implementation of the AAM

We hoose to implement a version of the AAM, using the above semanti rules, using the
programming language Java [8℄. Using Java has several advantages:






Java is platform independent.
Java an interfa e with other languages, in parti ular C and C++, using the JNI [10℄.
Java has a built-in garbage olle tor.
We have a ompiler for the lazy fun tional language Ginger [9℄ whi h generates Java
lass les [11, 12℄.

Our approa h is to represent the various omponents of an Aladin program as Java lasses.

5.1 Representation of Aladin Programs
We rst need a Java representation of the four omponents of the AAM de ned in the
semanti s. The Control is simply the ode stru ture of the evaluation me hanism. The
11

Sta k is implemented as an array whi h an grow on demand (we ould use a Java Sta k
or Ve tor but we use an array as it enables us to perform ertain operations eÆ iently).
The Heap is a ombination of the obje t heap of the JVM plus a hash table in whi h we
an look up fun tions by their name. Finally the Dump, whi h in the semanti s is used to
simulate re ursion, is implemented by a tual re ursion in our implementation.
The de nition of programs as given in de nition 5 suggests that we implement programs
as a lass hierar hy as seen in Figure 4. Note that some of these lasses are only used by
the ompiler. (see Se tion 8). All programs are represented as sublasses of the Prog lass:
publi abstra t lass Prog {
// ...
}

Variables are represented using the Var lass:
publi final lass Var extends Prog {
publi Prog value;
}

// ...

where the eld value holds the value of the variable. Data obje ts are represented by
instan es of sub lasses of the Data lass:
publi abstra t lass Data extends Prog {
// ...
}

In parti ular, the ve basi types | integers, reals, hara ters, booleans and strings |
are represented by the lasses Int, Real, Char, Bool and Str respe tively. Fun tions are
represented by instan es of sub lasses of the Fun tion lass:
publi abstra t lass Fun tion extends Prog {
publi String pa k = "";
publi String l = "";
publi String short_name = "";
publi int arity = -1;
publi Stri tnessSig stri tness;
publi final boolean stri tIn(int i) {
// ...
}
publi final boolean hasLazyResult() {
// ...
}
}

publi abstra t Prog primApply(Var[℄ args);

The various elds and methods are explained in Se tion 6. Finally appli ations are represented as instan es of the App lass:
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Figure 4: The fp.aladin pa kage
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Orderable

Logical

publi lass App extends Prog {
publi Var fun tor;
publi Var arg;
}

Classes whose instan es an be ombined in arithmeti expressions, e. g., addition, subtra tion, et ., implement the Num interfa e; lasses whose instan es an be ordered implement
the Orderable interfa e; while lasses whose instan es an be ombined in logi al expressions, using onjun tion and disjun tion for example, implement the Logi al interfa e.
The user is free to had his or her own types, provided that they are represented using
lasses whi h are sub lasses of the Prog lass. In the ase of user-de ned types, the only
way to onstru t and de onstru t instan es of them is via fun tion alls: there is no spe ial
syntax su h as the use of data and | onstru ts and pattern-mat hing in Haskell.
The main evaluation me hanism is ontained in the VarSta k lass whi h is used to
represent the Aladin sta k. The fun tion lookup table is held as a stati eld of the AAM
lass whi h, for onvenien e, will be sub lassed by the lasses where we de ne our primitives.
Ea h of these primitives will be a represented by a stati Java method (as in our Ginger
ompiler [11, 12℄) whi h is re e ted using the java.lang.refle t pa kage as a Method
obje t whi h is stored as a member of the Fun tion lass. These methods take a number
of Var obje ts as arguments and return a value of type Prog.

5.2 The Evaluation Me hanism
The evaluation of a program is triggered by a all to the eval method of the Var obje t that
refers to the program we wish to evaluate. This method reates a new sta k and triggers
the transformation of the sta k ( f. the meta-fun tion F de ned in equation 14) is de ned
as follows:
publi Prog eval() {
(new VarSta k(this)).transform();
}

return get();

For onvenien e, the method returns the nal value of the variable using the method get
(whi h short- ir uits hains of Var obje ts).
The method transform in the VarSta k lass repeatedly transforms the sta k using the
semanti rules 15{23 as a guide. This method starts as follows:
publi void transform() throws EvaluationEx eption {
boolean eval = true;
while (eval) {
Var v = head();
Obje t head = v.get();

Transformation of the sta k will terminate when the eval ag is set to false. The method
head returns, without popping, the Var at the top of the sta k. If the value of this obje t
is an App then we push its fun tor onto the sta k and ontinue ( f. rule 16):
if (head instan eof App)
push(((App) head).fun tor);
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If the value is a fun tion we have to determine its arity. If we have too few arguments then
we need to evaluate any stri t ones and terminate evaluation ( f. rule 17):
else if (head instan eof Fun tion) {
Fun tion f = (Fun tion) head;
int no_args = ount - 1;
if (no_args < f.arity) {
// rearrange the sta k
rearrange();
// get the a tual arguments and evaluate the stri t ones
eval(f, getArgs());
}

eval = false;

The method rearrange rearranges the sta k as in rule 17 (so that we have the arguments
to the appli ation rather than the appli ations themselves on the sta k) while the method
getArgs opies these arguments into an array. The evaluation of the stri t arguments is
done by the binary method eval de ned as:
private void eval(Fun tion f, Var[℄ args) {
for (int i = 0; i < args.length; i++)
if (f.stri tIn(i + 1))
args[i℄.eval();
}

This method re e ts the transformations de ned in rules 20 and 21. Evaluation of the sta k
is now stopped by setting eval to false.
If we have too many many arguments for the fun tion present, as in rule 18, we evaluate
the inner appli ation by popping the appropriate elements from the sta k (the fun tion
itself and the orre t number of arguments) and forming these into a new sta k whi h we
then transform. On e this new sta k has been fully evaluated, we ontinue transforming
the original one, the head of whi h will be the result of the evaluating the new one.
else if (no_args > f.arity) {
VarSta k inner = partition(f.arity);
}

inner.transform();

The method partition does the job of splitting the sta k up.
If we have the exa t number of arguments that the fun tion requires we an trigger the
appli ation of the fun tion ( f. rules 19 and 22).
else {
// exa tly the right number of arguments
Var root = elements[0℄;
// rearrange the sta k
rearrange();
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// dis ard the fun tion and opy the args into an array
Var[℄ args = getArgs();
// evaluate the stri t arguments
eval(f, args);
// lear the sta k of all but the root
ount = 1;
// apply the fun tion and update the root (0th index of elements).
Prog res = f.primApply(args);
root.update(res);
// the root is now the sole element of this sta k
elements[0℄ = root;
ount = 1;

}

}

// keep evaluating if f has a lazy result
eval = f.hasLazyResult();

The a tual arguments of the sta k are held in the array elements and the number of
elements on the sta k is stored in the variable ount; the head of the sta k is held in
elements[ ount - 1℄ and its last element, the root, in elements[0℄. The methods
hasLazyResult and primApply are explained in Se tion 6.
The method update of Var deals with the updating of variable with a new value. The
method looks to short- ir uit any hains of variables when a variable is updated with another
variable. If the value at the end of the hain annot be further evaluated, i. e., it is a data
obje t of a fun tion of arity greater than zero, the the variable we are updating is updated
with this value, not the variable that referred to it. This is safe as sin e the value annot
be further evaluated we are in no danger of repli ating work.
publi final void update(Prog p) {
// find the end of the indire tion hain
Var v = this;
while (v.value instan eof Var)
v = (Var) v.value;
if (p instan eof Var) {
// might be able to short- ir uit any hains
Prog p_value = ((Var) p).get();

}

if (p_value instan eof App)
v.value = p_value;
else if (p_value instan eof Fun tion)
v.value = (((Fun tion) p_value).arity == 0) ? p : p_value;
else
v.value = p_value;
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}

else
v.value = p;

Note that it is the variable at the end of the indire tion hain that is updated (see the text
a ompanying equation 12).

6

Primitives

As mentioned above, our basi me hanism for implementing primitives is the stati Java
method. In this se tion we shall only deal with how the user writes su h primitives and
how primitives in written in di erent languages are handled by Java. The me hansim
of importing primitives is handled in Se tion 7. Sin e Aladin is essentially a fun tional
language, it is expe ted that the user makes the primitives de ned referentially transparent,
that is, depend only on the value of their arguments.
Ea h primitive is represented by an instan e of a sub lass of the Fun tion obje t.
Referring ba k to the de ntion given in Se tion 5.1, the elds pa k, l and short name
represent the pa kage, lass and short name of the fun tion; arity its arity and stri tness
its stri tness signature. The method stri tIn returns whether the fun tion is stri t in a
ertain argument (indexing starting at 1) and hasLazyResult returns whether the fun tion
has a lazy result. Finally, primApply primitively applies the fun tion to the given arguments

6.1 Java and Aladin Primitives
Ea h primitive that is written in Java (and also Aladin sin e we ompile Aladin de nitions to
Java methods | see Se tion 8) is represented by an instan e of the RunTimeFun tion lass.
This has a eld of type java.lang.refle t.Method whi h re e ts the (stati ) method
where the a tual ode is stored. To primitively apply su h a fun tion to a number of arguments merely requires applying the invoke method from the Method lass to the arguments.
publi lass RunTimeFun tion extends Fun tion {
publi Method app_rule;

}

publi Prog primApply(Var[℄ args) {
return (Prog) app_rule.invoke(null, args);
}

Note that primApply only returns the result rather than the updated heap as in 6 as any
updates to the heap will be done globally.
The a tual writing of the Java ode an be split into three parts:
1. Extra t some or all of the values from the Var obje ts.
2. Do the a tual work involved.
3. Wrap the result in a Prog obje t if ne essary and return.
For example, onsider the method op plus whi h is the pre x form of + (see Se tion 7.2.2).
publi stati Prog _op_plus(Var x, Var y) {
Prog a = x.get(), b = y.get();
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}

if (a instan eof Num)
return ((Num) a).plus(b);
else
throw new EvaluationEx eption("Can't add " + a + " to " + b);

Note that unlike in the semanti s we do not have to pass the Aladin heap as the rst
parameter as it already available as a stati publi eld of the AAM lass.
We rst get the values of x and y whi h are pla ed in a and b respe tively using the get
method. This presumes that the fun tion has been de lared stri t in both its arguments
(see Se tion 7.3); if not then we an use the method eval in pla e of get. If it is possible
to add something to a, i. e., a is an instan e of a lass whi h implements Num, instan es of
lasses whi h implement Num, we all the method plus, else we throw an ex eption. The
main work is done inside the plus method. For example, in the Int lass, plus is de ned
as follows:
publi Prog plus(Prog n) {
if (n instan eof Int)
return new Int(value + ((Int) n).value);
else if (n instan eof Real)
return new Real(value + ((Real) n).value);
else
throw new EvaluationEx eption("Can't add " + this + " to " + n);
}

This method lets us add both Ints and Reals to Ints, giving us mixed-mode arithmeti .
As an example of a fun tion taking a lazy argument, onsider op and whi h is the pre x
form of &. This has a de nition similar to op plus but it is de lared to have a lazy result
and be lazy in its se ond argument:
publi stati Prog _op_and(Var x, Var y) {
Prog a = x.get();

}

if (a instan eof Logi al)
return ((Logi al) a).and(y);
else
throw new EvaluationEx eption("Can't take the logi al onjun tion of "
+ a + " and " + y);

Note that as the se ond argument is lazy, we pass y as a variable and don't get its value.
The bulk of the work is done elsewhere; if a is a Bool we have:
publi Prog and(Var v) {
return (value) ? (Prog) v : (Prog) Bool.FALSE;
}

We see that if the rst argument to op and evaluated to false we never need to evaluate the
se ond argument (v in the method and). However, this might not always be the ase. If we
hoose to use fuzzy logi al primitives in Aladin (see, for example, [13℄), where logi al values
are real numbers rather than booleans, then it will be ne essary to evaluate the argument
passed to and:
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publi Prog and(Var v) {
Prog b = v.eval();
if (b instan eof Real) {
double v = ((Real) b).value;

}

return Math.min(value, b);
}
else
throw new EvaluationEx eption("Can't take the logi al onjun tion of "
+ a + " and " + y);

6.2 C Primitives
Implementing primitives in C relies heavily on the Java Native Interfa e [10℄. Ea h C
fun tion, whi h originates from some shared dynami library, has a orresponding Java
method de laration whi h is used by Aladin to interfa e to that fun tion, as with the
standard use of native methods in Java (see Se tions 7.4.2 and 8.5 for more details). Thus,
to Aladin, a C primitive is the same as a Java or Aladin one (there is a CFun tion lass
for representing primitives written in C, but this is only used at ompile time).
The a tual ode for the primitives follows the pattern for writing primitives in Java. For
example, we an de ne the fa torial fun tion in C as follows:
JNIEXPORT jobje t JNICALL Java_update_fa
(JNIEnv *env, j lass l, jobje t var)
{
/* get the value of v */
jlong value = getInt(env, var);
/* do the a tual work */
jlong f = 1;
jint i;
for (i = 2; i <= value; i++)
f *= i;

}

/* wrap the answer in an Int */
return makeInt(env, f);

The somewhat involved-looking prototype for ea h fun tion is generated by Aladin from its
stri tness signature using the javah utility and pla ed in a C header le. This an then be
opied by ut and paste into the . le where the ode is to maintain onsisten y and save
typing a ompli ated expression.
The rst argument of the fun tion is a pointer to an environment representing the
JVM. This allows us to all Java methods, reate Java obje ts, et ., from C (similar to
the ne essity of passing the heap as the rst parameter of primitives in the semanti s).
The se ond argument is the lass of the Java method whi h this fun tion provides the
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implementation for; it is not used by the fun tion. The rest of the arguments are the a tual
arguments of the fun tion, in this ase we have just one.
The fun tion getInt gets the value of a variable whi h must be an integer (we are using
Java longs to represent integers, hen e we assign the value to a jlong type). This works
by alling the equivalent method in Java:
jlong getInt(JNIEnv *env, jobje t v) {
jobje t Var = getVar(env);
jmethodID I = (*env)->GetMethodID(env, Var, "getInt", "()J");

}

/* get the value of var */
return (*env)->CallLongMethod(env, v, I);

This ode has to nd the Var obje t, get an ID for its getInt method and nally all it.
It is de ned in a separate shared library (libAladin.so in UNIX) whi h must be linked in
when the user ompiles their ode. There are similar methods | getReal, getBool, et .
| de ned in both Java (as methods of the Var lass) and in C (as global fun tions) as well
as a general get fun tion (whi h we used when writing primitives in Java) whi h returns
the value of an variable as a Prog, whi h is represented as a value of type jobje t in C. If
the user needs to evaluate the variable, then they an use the fun tions eval, evalInt, et .
After omputing the fa torial we need to wrap the result (a jlong) in an Aladin Int
obje t. This is done using the makeInt fun tion:
jobje t makeInt(JNIEnv *env, jlong val) {
jobje t Var = getVar(env);
jmethodID ConsInt = (*env)->GetMethodID(env, Var, "<init>", "(J)V");

}

/* Invoke and return */
return (*env)->NewObje t(env, Var, ConsInt, val);

The steps take are similar to the getInt fun tion. We have a whole family of fun tions
to make Aladin programs from ea h primitive Java/C type. For example, makeReal and
makeApp onstru t reals and appli ations respe tively.

6.3 Primitives in Ginger
Ea h primitive written in Ginger is represented by an instan e of the GingerFun tion lass:
publi lass GingerFun tion extends Fun tion {
private fp.ginger .Fun ginger_fun tion;
}

Instead of the app rule eld found in the RunTimeFun tion lass we have an obje t of the
Fun lass (we expli itly qualify ea h lass from the fp.ginger pa kage to make it lear
where things are oming from and be ause there are some name lashes between obje ts)
re e ting the Java method that the Ginger ode has been onverted to (see [12℄ for details
on how this is done). The primApply method is implemented to use this eld:
publi Prog primApply(Var[℄ args) throws EvaluationEx eption {
Obje t[℄ gargs = new Obje t[args.length℄;
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for (int i = 0; i < gargs.length; i++)
gargs[i℄ = args[i℄.toGinger();
Obje t g_res = ginger_fun tion.apply(gargs);
g_res = fp.ginger .Node.eval(g_res);
}

return fromGinger(g_res);

Before alling the fun tion with the given arguments, the arguments in question must be
onverted to a format Ginger will re ognise, and similarly we must onvert the result ba k
into Aladin. Sin e Aladin and Ginger are both fun tional languages this onversion is fairly
straightforward, with a ouple of aveats.

6.3.1 Preventing Unne essary Conversions
Sin e Ginger is lazy, it is possible that an argument, or a part of it, may pass through a
all to a Ginger fun tion ompletely unaltered. Converting an Aladin program to a Ginger
obje t involves the reation of a new and distin t obje t, similarly with the reverse pro ess.
Suppose we have an Aladin program a whi h is passed to a Ginger fun tion f ; a will be
onverted to a Ginger fun tion g, say. Suppose now that g is passed ba k as part of the
result of the Ginger fun tion (for instan e as part of a list); it will be onverted to an
Aladin obje t a0 , say. So, a and a0 are really the same obje t, but during the onversion
pro ess they have be ome divor ed from ea h other. In parti ular, if we evaluate a then
this evaluation is not re e ted in a0 . This an have a serious e e t on performan e. For
instan e onsider the following Ginger program.
lists x = [x..℄ : lists (x + 1);
hdlists n =
let
ns = map hd (lists 0);
in
if n == 0 then
ns
else
take n ns
endif
endlet;

Although hdlists normally runs in linear time w.r.t. the paramter n, if we import it into
Aladin then the above onversion problem slows it down to exponential time.
The solution is to a he the Aladin-Ginger onversions so that when we wish to onvert
an un hanged obje t ba k from Ginger we an retrieve the original Aladin program, and vi e
versa, rather than reating a new one. This a he stores only the most re ent onversions
done to prevent the ma hine being logged up with long irrelevant onversions and to enable
Aladin and Ginger obje ts to be released for possible garbage olle tion. To minimise the
onversion work done, we make sure that the Ginger obje t is in WHNF, by alling the
Node.eval method.
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6.3.2 Converting Aladin Fun tions to Ginger
Although the onversion of Aladin obje ts to and from Ginger is for the most part straightforward, onverting Aladin fun tions to Ginger is slightly more omplex. To solve this
problem we represent Aladin fun tions in Ginger using the lass AladinFun , a sub lass of
the Ginger fun tion lass, Fun .
publi lass AladinFun extends Fun {
prote ted Var al_fun ;
publi Obje t apply(Obje t[℄ as) {
Var v = al_fun ;
for (int i = 0; i < as.length; i++)
v = new Var(v, Prog.fromGinger(as[i℄));
v.eval();

}

}

return v.toGinger();

This lass stores as a member the original Aladin fun tion (or rather, a Var obje t whi h
refers to it). When Ginger applies su h a fun tion, by alling its apply method, we form a
new Aladin appli ation by onverting the passed arguments from Ginger to Aladin whi h
are given as arguments to the original Aladin fun tion. We then evaluate this fun tion
using Aladin, onvert the result ba k to Ginger and then return.

7

A S ripting Language for Aladin

To enable us to write programs, we need a top-level language whi h we an program in.
This language should let us import primitives from a variety of sour es and ombine them
into programs. We hoose to adopt a subset of the fun tional language Ginger [9℄ (we
basi ally omit lo al fun tion de nitions) whi h added onstru ts for spe ifying the stri tness
of fun tions and an enhan ed syntax for importing primitives. The extended BNF of this
language is as follows:

hs ript i
hpa kagede i
hde l i
himport i
him i
hstri tsig i
hargstri t i

::=

hpa kagede i? hde l i

::= pa kage hjavaid i;
::=

hdef i j himport i j hid i hstri tsig i

::= him i (hid i hstri tsig i?)  ;
::= import h lass i j import "h lename i" j importg h lass i
::= :: hargstri t i? -> hstri t i
::= hstri t i (* hstri t i) 
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hstri t i
hdef i
hprog i
hlet i
hsimpleprog i
hdata i
hjavaid i
hpa kage i
h lass i

::= s j l
::= hid i hid i = hprog i;
::= hlet i j hsimpleprog i +
::= let hid i = hprog i in hprog i endlet
::= hjavaid i j hdata i j (hprog i)
::= hint i j h oat i j hbool i j h har i j hstring i
::= (hid i .)  hid i
::= hjavaid i
::= (hpa kage i .)? hid i

where id is any valid Java identi er ontaining no period (`.') separators, and lename is
a legal le name, the syntax of whi h is dependent on the operating system we are running
under. An Aladin s ript is thus an optional pa kage de laration followed by a number of
de larations. These de larations are:
Import de larations used to import primitives from a lass.

Stri tness de larations used to spe ify the stri tness of a primitive.
De nitions used to spe ify a primitive fun tion by giving a de nition whi h onstru ts a
graph from its arguments and other primitives.
Ea h s ript le will be appened with the suÆx `.as'. As with our Ginger ompiler [11, 12℄,
we ompile s ripts written in this language into a Java lass le, translating ea h de nition
into a stati Java method, and generating Java ode to deal with the importing of fun tions
and the setting of their stri tnesses.

7.1 Pa kage De larations
A pa kage de laration, whi h must be the rst statement of an Aladin s ript, follows the
same syntax as pa kage de larations in Java and has the same meaning. All primitives
de ned in this le will be pla ed inside a lass with will be in the pa kage de lared by the
user. If no pa kage de laration is made then then empty pa kage is used. For instan e the
de laration:
pa kage fp.aladin;

pla es all the following de nitions in the pa kage fp.aladin.

7.2 De nitions
Aladin de nitions follow the normal synta ti style found in fun tional languages, in parti ular the style of Ginger. The ve basi data types | integers, reals, strings, hara ters
and booleans | follow the normal syntax. Appli ations are written using juxtaposition
(and asso iate to the left) and we allow the use of in x operators, standard fun tional list
notation (see below) and simple lo al variable de nitions via the let de laration. We also
use the Ginger if-then-elsif-else-endif notation for onditionals (again see below for
more details). For example, the Fibona i fun tion an be de ned in Aladin as:
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fib :: s -> l
fib n =
if n == 0 then 1
else
let
f1 = fib (n - 1);
f2 = fib (n - 2);
in
f1 + f2;
endlet
endif;

See Se tion 7.3 for more details on stri tness signatures.
This de nition merely takes its arguments and produ es the graph des ribed in its lefthand side, hen e we have to return a lazy result as we want the graph to be evaluated. No
evaluation or ompiler optimisations are performed, these being handled by the evaluation
me hanism de ned in the previous se tion: the onstru tion and evaluation of programs
are ompletely divor ed in the s ripting language.

7.2.1 Fun tion Names
Sin e our programs are ultimately represented by Java lasses, it follows that fun tion
names in Aladin follow the same syntax as they do in Java. In parti ular a fun tion name
has three parts: its short name, its lass, and its pa kage. We may refer to a fun tion either
by its short name, its lass plus its short name (separated by a period), or its pa kage
plus its lass plus its short name (again separated by periods). For example, the fun tion
foo in the lass Bar in the pa kage fp.aladin an be referred to as either foo, Bar.foo
or fp.aladin.Bar.foo. Of ourse, fun tions in di erent lasses may have the same short
name; to di erentiate them we adopt the poli y that we hoose the last de ned/imported
one. For example, if foo is also de ned in the lass Doe whi h is imported after the foo in
Bar then the short name foo refers to the one in Doe and not in Bar. If we wish to use the
version in Bar then we an always qualify the name further by writing Bar.foo. This has
the obvious extension to fun tions and lasses with the same names but di erent pa kages.
7.2.2 In x Operators
We allow the use of in x operators, though these are onverted to pre x fun tions during the
parsing stage a ording to the pre eden e rules de ned in Table 1 (we in lude the already
pre x not, ~ for ompletion) . Note that in the ase of `.', foo . bar is a fun tion
omposition but foo.bar is a single identi er. Also, - is used for both binary minus and to
indi ate a negative onstant, but not for general unary minus, i. e., -3 is legal but -x isn't.
Some of these operators are overloaded, the resolution being done at runtime. In these
ases, the pre x form only exists to unwrap the arguments and all the interfa e method.
Any user-de ned lass whi h implements the method spe i ed in the fourth olumn adds
another overloading to the pre x form. For instan e, if we have a lass Foo whi h implements
the Orderable interfa e then we an use the omparison operators on obje ts of that type.
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Pre . In x form Pre x form
0
++
op list at
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

:
|
&
==
~=
<
<=
>
>=
+
*
/
%
^
.
!
~

op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op

list ons
or
and
eq
ne
lt
le
gt
ge
plus
minus
times
divide
modulus
exp
ompose
list index
not

Method
N/A
N/A

Logi al.or
Logi al.and
Obje t.equals
Obje t.equals
Orderable.lt
Orderable.le
Orderable.gt
Orderable.ge
Num.plus
Num.minus
Num.times
Num.div
Num.mod
Num.exp

N/A
N/A

Logi al.not

Table 1: Aladin in x operators and their pre x form

7.2.3 Conditionals
As with in x operators, the Ginger style if syntax, whi h is adopted to redu e ex essive
bra keting, is onverted to a pre x fun tion appli ation. The expression:
if a1 then 1 elsif a2 then 2 : : : elsif an then n else d endif
is onverted into the program:
if a1 1 (if a2 2 (: : : (if an n d) : : :))
Where the latter if is a three-argument fun tion whi h returns its se ond argument if its
rst evaluates to true and its third otherwise.
7.2.4 Lists
We also allow the use of the standard square bra ket to denote lists, with the list
[x1 , x2 , : : : , xn ℄
being translated into multiple appli ations of the ons fun tion:
x1 : x2 : : : : : xn : [℄
with the : operators being further onverted to its pre x form. We also allow the use of
the `dot-dot' notation, again onverting to a pre x fun tion appli ation de ned in Table 2.
The pre x fun tions orresponding to the in x operators are not automati ally imported
by Aladin and the user is free to provide whatever de nitions they see t, though we do
provide a simple implementation whi h the user is free to import. Similarly, there is no xed
implementation of lists, allowing the user to provide their own, though again we provide a
simple implementation.
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Dot-dot form
[℄
[a
[a
[a
[a

.. ℄
.. b ℄
, b .. ℄
, b .. ℄

Pre x form

op list empty
from a
fromTo a b
fromThen a b
fromThenTo a b

Table 2: Aladin `dot-dot' lists and their pre x form

7.3 Stri tness Signatures
A stri tness de laration de lares the stri tness of a primitive fun tion's arguments and
result. If the primitive in question is de ned in the s ript, then this signature an appear
anywhere in the s ript but must be given; if the primitive is imported then a stri tness
signature an be given in the import de laration (see Se tion 7.4) in whi h ase it overrides
the original signature (if there was one).
An argument or result is either stri t, denoted by an s, or lazy, denoted by an l. The
arguments of a primitive de ned in a stri tness signature are separated using the symbol *,
and the arguments are separated from the result by the symbol ->, whi h is present even
if the primitive in question takes no arguments. It is an error to give a stri tness signature
to a non-fun tion, or to a fun tion whi h is neither imported nor has no de nition. As
an example, we an give the stri tness of the primitives imported from the lass List (see
Se tion 7.4):
import fp.aladin.lib.List
_op_list_ ons :: l * l -> s
_op_list_empty :: -> s
_op_list_index :: s * s -> s
_op_list_length :: s -> s
isEmpty
:: s -> s
hd
:: s -> l
tl
:: s -> l

Thus op list ons (the pre x form of :, see above) takes two lazy arguments and returns
a stri t result; op list empty returns a stri t result; op list index takes two stri t
arguments and returns a stri t result; op list length and isEmpty take a stri t result
and return a stri t result; and nally hd and tl take a stri t argument and return a lazy
result.
The number of arguments referred to in a stri tness signature refer to the number of
expli it arguments given, not to any implied by  - onversion. For instan e, if we de ne:
hd1 = hd;

then the stri tness signature of hd1 is -> s (sin e it takes no arguments and returns a
fun tion) and not that of hd (s -> l).

7.4 Import De larations
Ea h import de laration, of whi h there might be any number and in any order, is used
to import primitives from a spe i ed language and sour e. The languages urrently supported are Aladin itself, Java, Ginger and C/C++. Primitives de ned in the foremost two
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languages are imported using the import de laration; primitives from Ginger are imported
using the importg de laration; and primitives from C/C++ by the import de laration.

7.4.1 Importing Aladin and Java Primitives
As we shall see in Se tion 8, we shall ompile Aladin de nitions into stati Java methods,
so the import pro edure for primitives de ned in Aladin and Java is the same. The import
de larations are written as part of the stati initialiser of the Java lass generated by the
Aladin ompiler (see Se tion 8.4) and hen e the when the lass is rst loaded it will trigger
the import pro edure. In parti ular, any imports done in the lass we are importing will
be done rst.
The rst ode inside the stati initialiser reates the fun tion, setting its stri tness
signature and inserting it into the heap, but for the moment leaving its app rule (see
Se tion 6.1) null for the moment. As an example, we have the following from stdlib.java
the ode generated from stdlib.as where the arithmeti fun tions, amongst others, are
de ned:
stati {
put("fp.aladin.lib",
put("fp.aladin.lib",
put("fp.aladin.lib",
put("fp.aladin.lib",
}

"Operators",
"Operators",
"Operators",
"Operators",

"_op_plus", CONST_0);
"_op_minus", CONST_0);
"_op_times", CONST_0);
"_op_divide", CONST_0);

// ...

The stati put method (inherited from the AAM lass) reates a new fun tion from its arguments and inserts it into the heap. The rst three arguments represent the pa kage, lass
and name of the fun tion to be reated. The last argument is the stri tness signature, whi h
is reated only on e and stored as a private eld of the generated lass (see Se tion 8.2).
Here CONST 0 represents the stri tness signature s  s ! s.
After setting the fun tions up, we have to ll in their app rule eld. This is done by
going through ea h lass, in luding the lass that is doing its importing sin e any fun tions
it de nes itself are held in that lass, using the getDe laredMethods method from the
java.lang.Class lass and lling in ea h fun tion with its appropriate Method obje t. If
we end up with any fun tions whi h we have a stri tness signature for but no orresponding
Method then an error has o urred.

7.4.2 Importing C Primitives
Ea h primitive that is written in C and dire tly imported will have had a orresponding
Java method header generated in the generated lass le, hen e these primitives will be
imported by the same me hanism that imports Java and Aladin primitives. However, we
also need to load in the libraries where the a tual obje t ode an be found. This is done
by loading ea h library using the System.loadLibrary method.
7.4.3 Importing Ginger Primitives
This is done similarly to importing Aladin and Java primitives, ex ept that as ea h Ginger
fun tion is stored as a fp.ginger .Fun eld of the Ginger lass generated by the Ginger
ompiler from ea h Ginger s ript we have to examine the elds of ea h Ginger lass rather
than the methods.
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8

Compilation

The aim of the ompiler is to take an aladin s ript and translate it into a Java program
whi h will then be ompiled by a Java ompiler into a Java lass le. Our ompiler has
three jobs:
1. To provide a stati Java method for ea h primitive de ned in the s ript.
2. To set the stri tness of ea h fun tion de ned in the s ript and any imported fun tion
whose stri tness is rede ned in the s ript.
3. To import all the fun tions spe i ed in the s ript.
The latter two jobs will be a omplished by putting the ode that a hieves the obje t in
a stati initialiser of the reated lass (see above). This means that when the lass is rst
referen ed (usually by an import de laration) the rst thing that it will do is import the
fun tions it needs and set their stri tnesses.

8.1 Compiling S ripts
To ompile a s ript we need the following parameters:
 , the lass to reate (derived from the name of the s ript).



p, the pa kage to pla e the reated lass in, de lared using pa kage (if no su h de laration the p is set to the empty string).
 ss , the set of distin t stri tness signatures used in a s ript.
 s , the set of distin t onstants used in a s ript.
 fs , the set of fun tions de ned in the s ript with those imported into the s ript who
have their stri tness signature set or over-ridden.
 ls , the lasses ontaining primitives de ned in Java and Aladin dire tly imported
into a s ript.
 gs , the lasses ontaining primitives de ned in Ginger dire tly imported into a s ript.
 ls , the shared obje t libraries ontaining primitives de ned in C/C++ dire tly imported into a s ript.
 ds , the fun tions de ned in the s ript (with their de nitions) plus any primitives
de ned in C whi h are dire tly imported.
The ompilation s heme P reates a Java program using these parameters
P p ss s fs ls gs ls ds = pa kage p;

import fp.aladin.*;
publi final lass extends AAM

g

S ss

s fs ls gs ls ds

f

If no pa kage has been given then we omit the pa kage de laration. The S s heme reates
the stati initialiser for the reated lass whi h deals with setting the stri tnesses of the
fun tion de ned and imported and importing the ne essary lasses and libraries (see the
next se tion).
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8.2 Compiling Constants and Stri tness Signatures
We do not reate a separate obje t representing all the onstants and stri tness signatures
in a lass. Rather for ea h distin t onstant we reate just one instan e and store it as a
private eld of the lass we are reating and read this eld whenever we want an instan e
of the parti ular onstant or stri tness signature.

S

(s1 ; : : : ; sm ) ( 1 ; : : : ; n ) fs ls gs ls ds
= stati f
1 1
:::

n
s (n + 1) s1
n

:::

s (n + m) sm
Dfs ls gs ls ds 

where


1 7! CONST i; : : : ; n 7! CONST n;
=
s1 7! CONST (n + 1); : : : ; sm 7! CONST (n + m)
The fun tion
ompiles a onstant and pla es it in a stati private eld of the lass being
reated:
i

= private stati Var CONST i = new Var( );

The Var lass has a onstru tors to onstru t variables whi h point to the appropriate
program for ea h basi type. The fun tion s is similar to but it ompiles a stri tness
signature instead.
s i (1  : : :  n ! )

= private stati Stri tnessSig CONST i =
new Stri tnessSig(as , r);

where

as = new boolean[℄ fa1 , : : : , an g
ai

r

=
=
=
=

true;
false;
true;
false;

if i = s
otherwise
if  = s
otherwise

8.3 Compiling Stri tness De larations
The D s heme de lares the stri tness signature of ea h fun tion. The nal parameter is an

environment detailing whi h onstant or stri tness signature orresponds to ea h eld. For
a onstant or stri tness signature, its orresponding eld is ( ).

D (f1 ; : : : ; fm)

ls gs ls ds 

= put(p1 , 1 , n1 , s1 );
:::

put(pm , m , nm , sm );
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I

ls gs ls ds 

where
pi = pa kage (fi )
i = lass (fi )
ni = name (fi )
si = (stri tness (fi ))

8.4 Compiling Imports
The I s heme deals with reating the ode needed to import the various lasses and libraries.
I ( 1 ; : : : ; n ) (g1 ; : : : ; gm ) (l1 ; : : : ; lk ) ds  = importClass(" 1 ");
:::

importClass(" n ");
importGinger("g1 ");
:::

importGinger("gm ");
System.loadLibrary("l1 ");
:::

System.loadLibrary("lk ");

g
H ds 

Note that this s heme in ludes the bra e whi h terminates the stati initialiser started by

S.

8.5 Compiling De nitions
The H ompiles all the de nitions in a s ript plus reates headers for any primitives written
in C into the s ript:

H(f1 ; : : : ; fn )

=

F f1 
:::

F fn 

The s heme F ompiles an individual fun tion. If the fun tion is written in C we just need
to de lare a native method:
F f n  = publi final native stati Prog f (Var x 1, : : : , Var x n);
where x i are dummy parameter names and n is the arity of the fun tion. Ea h de nition
rst has all its variables renamed so that they are all distin t and then ompiled using F :
F s heme:

F (f x1 : : : xn

= E) 
= publi final stati Prog f (Var x1 , : : : , Var xn )
Var v1 = C D1  vs ;
:::

Var vm =

C Dm  vs ;
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f

g

return

R E 0  vs ;

where
(h(v1 ; D1 ); : : : (vm ; Dm )i; E 0 ) = E
vs = fx1 ; : : : ; xn ; v1 ; : : : ; vm g
To simplify matters, all lo al variables are ` oated' to the top level using the fun tion.
This fun tion splits a program into a list of de larations and a program ontaining no lets:
((let v = D in B endlet) C ) = ((v; D0 ) : ds ++ es ; P )

(C (let

v = D in B

where
(ds ; P ) =
(B C )
(es ; D0 ) =
D
0
endlet)) = ((v; D ) : ds ++ es ; P )
where
(ds ; P ) =
(C B )
(es ; D0 ) =
D
0
0
(BC ) = (ds ++ es ; B C )
where
(ds ; B 0 ) =
B
(es ; C 0 ) =
C
P = (hi; P )

In a onventional ompiler we would have to be areful about how far outwards we oated
lo al variable de larations as we might end up unne essarily building the graph of programs
that ould otherwise be avoided. For instan e, in a onditional expression a onventional
ompiler an exploit its knowledge of the onditional primitive to build only the graph
related to the `true' bran h of the onditional and ignoring all the rest. Sin e Aladin knows
very little about how its primitives work we an perform no su h optimisation, but this does
mean we don't have to be as areful about where we pla e our lo al variable de larations
as in a onventional ompiler.
The R and C s heme ompile a simple program. They di er only in how they treat the
outermost part of a program when that part is an appli ation. If we have a onstant then
we simply have to load the relevant eld:

C

 vs

=R

 = (

)

If we have an identi er then we either have a fun tion or a variable. We an tell the
di eren e by seeing if the identi er is in the set of variables passed to C :
C id  vs = id ;
if id 2 vs
= get(id ); otherwise
If we have a variable then the ode to ompile is thus that variable, otherwise we presume
it is a fun tion name and look it up in the heap using the get fun tion inherited from the
AAM super lass.
If we have an appli ation, then the C s heme ompiles the fun tor and the argument
using the C s heme and then forms then into an App whi h is pointed to by a Var (a hieved
using the two-argument onstru tor of Var):

C (f a)  vs = new

Var(C f  vs ,

C a  vs )
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If we are ompiling the outermost appli ation then we do not need to reate the Var. Hen e
R is de ned as:

R (f a)  vs = new

App(C f  vs ,

C a  vs )

8.6 Compiling the Target Code and Using the Resultant Classes
The ode reated by the ompiler is pla ed in a .java le whi h is ompiled into a lass
le using the java ompiler. If the s ript dire tly imports any C/C++ fun tions then
javah is run over the generated lass to reate the header le de ning the prototypes for
the imported C/C++ fun tions.
Ea h lass inherits a main method from its AAM super lass. When the lass is exe uted,
using the java interpreter for example, this method forms any arguments present into a
single string whi h it passes through the parser to obtain a simple program (i. e., one with
no lo al variable de larations) whi h it then evaluates. If no arguments are present then
an attempt is made to nd an evaluate a CAF named main. For example, suppose we have
the following example in the s ript foo.as:
import fp.aladin.stdlib;
import fp.aladin.gstdlib;
importg bar
lists :: s -> l
hdlists :: s -> l;
main = hdlists 10;

where lists and hdlists are as de ned in Se tion 6.3. Then this s ript is ompiled into
the Java le foo.java:
import fp.aladin.*;
publi lass foo extends AAM {
private stati fp.aladin.Var CONST_2 = new fp.aladin.Var(10);
private stati fp.aladin.Stri tnessSig CONST_0 =
new fp.aladin.Stri tnessSig(new boolean[℄ {true}, false);
private stati fp.aladin.Stri tnessSig CONST_1 =
new fp.aladin.Stri tnessSig(new boolean[℄ {}, false);
stati {
putGinger("", "bar", "lists", CONST_0);
putGinger("", "bar", "hdlists", CONST_0);
put("", "foo", "main", CONST_1);

}

importClass("fp.aladin.stdlib");
importClass("fp.aladin.gstdlib");
importClass("foo");
importGinger("bar");
System.loadLibrary("Aladin");
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}

publi stati Prog main() {
return new fp.aladin.App(get("hdlists"), CONST_2);
}

This is then ompiled into the lass foo. lass. The lass fp.aladin.stdlib ontains
various standard fun tions, while fp.aladin.gstdlib ontains import de larations and
stri tness signatures for Ginger primitives and fun tions in its standard prelude.
We an now evaluate programs. To evaluate main we simply pass foo as an argument
to java with no extra arguments:
gem:~/Aladin/progs> java foo
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄

We an also apply hdlists to a di erent argument:
gem:~/Aladin/progs> java foo hdlists 20
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19℄

Sin e we import stdlib into our s ript, we have a ess to standard fun tions su h as
arithmeti and omparison operators, and hen e we an evaluate programs using these
fun tions via the foo lass:
gem:~/Aladin/progs> java foo '(3 < 2) | (2 >= 8 + 5)'
false

9

Con lusion and Further Work

We have given the denotational and operational semanti s of the Aladin Abstra t Ma hine
and an implementation of the ma hine, written in Java and reating a Java lass. These
semanti s detail a very simple fun tional language, where ea h primitive an be written in
any of Java, C/C++, Ginger or the Aladin s ripting language that we developed, and has
the stri tness of its arguments and result spe i ed by the user.
The AAM presents us with many possible avenues of investigation. Of parti ular onern to us is the investigation of the e e t of stri tness on the spa e/time performan e of
programs and the use of partial and parallel implementation methods. The use of Aladin is
obviously of use for the former; with the latter, knowing the stri tness of fun tions means
we know whi h parts of a program an be evaluated and hen e whi h parts an be evaluated in parallel or partially. The simpli ity of the ma hine also saves us from unne essary
ompli ations that arise from pattern mat hing, onditionals, et .
Other possible future proje ts using the Aladin model in lude extending the range of
sour e languages overed, investing the use of type systems with Aladin, looking at the use
of logi languages (for example, Prolog) with Aladin, and the integration of Aladin with
Obje t te hnologies su h as CORBA (Common Obje t Request Broker Ar hite ture) [14℄.
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